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TUS INDUSTRY NEWS
Efficiency Production announces Tim Hurst as Special Operations Shoring Division Manager
Efficiency Production, the country’s leading manufacturer of trench shielding and shoring equipment, is proud to announce the selection of Tim
Hurst as the new Manager of the company’s vaunted Special Operations
Shoring Division.
Hurst has been a Slide Rail installer and Shoring Specialist in the department for more than a decade. He has assisted in hundreds of Slide Rail
System installations and has worked with countless contractors helping
them understand how to use Efficiency’s Slide Rail System.
Hurst’s primary responsibilities will be managing Dealer and Customer
Relations; while also bidding, procuring, and scheduling Slide Rail installations. Hurst will manage the other Shoring Specialists in the “Special Ops”
department—Mike Ross, Dan Meredith, and Joe Doerfner. Hurst will continue to maintain a presence in the field consulting with Efficiency’s sales
team, and assisting in Slide Rail installations as needed.
Efficiency Production, “America’s Trench Box Builder™,” is a Trinity Shoring
Products company. Efficiency provides the widest selection of standard and
custom trench shielding and shoring systems. The manufacturer’s versatile
products are designed specifically for safe and cost effective installation
of utility systems and infrastructure improvements. All products are P.E.
certified to meet OSHA and MIOSHA standards.

Mack Anthem® Design Team Wins Prestigious Award
The Industrial Designers Society of America today awarded Mack Trucks’ design
team a Silver International Design Excellence Award (IDEA) in recognition of
their work on the all-new Mack Anthem® model. The team accepted the award
at the 2018 International Design Conference IDEA Ceremony & Gala in New
Orleans.
“For those of us in this field, being recognized with an IDEA award is among the
top honors you can receive,” said Lukas Yates, Mack chief designer – exterior.
“I’m extremely proud of the team effort that helped make the Mack Anthem
such a striking statement to the trucking world.”
With a commanding, distinctively Mack look, the Mack Anthem is the truck of choice for drivers wanting to make a statement. Yet despite its chiseled appearance, the Mack Anthem was designed with several new aerodynamic enhancements
to improve fuel efficiency by up to 3 percent. In addition to a new hood and grille, a new roof, chassis fairings, front bumper
and air dam were created to help the truck more easily cut through the wind.
Since 1980, the annual IDEA awards have celebrated the peak of design achievement. With 20 competition categories, the
awards demonstrate the expansive nature of industrial design and the impact it has on daily life. Designers from around the
world participate in the awards program, each striving for the career-defining achievement of winning an IDEA.
Dedicated to durability, reliability and meeting the needs of customers, Mack Trucks has provided purpose-built transportation solutions for more than a century. Today, Mack is one of North America’s largest producers of heavy-duty trucks,
and Mack® trucks are sold and serviced through an extensive distribution network in more than 45 countries. Mack trucks,
diesel engines and transmissions sold in North America are assembled in the United States. Mack manufacturing locations
are certified to the internationally recognized ISO 9001 standard for quality, ISO 14001 standard for environmental management systems and OHSAS 18001 standard for health and safety management systems. Mack is also a proud sponsor of Share
the Road, an American Trucking Associations’ public information campaign aimed at enhancing the safety of our nation’s
roadways.
www.volvogroup.com •
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DICA team at ConExpo 2017
showing the company’s
revolutionary FiberMax
Crane Pads.

Outrigger Pad Pioneer DICA Celebrates 30 Years
DICA, a leading provider of engineered outrigger pads, crane pads and cribbing products, celebrated its 30th Anniversary on June 14, 2018 at Lake Panorama, Iowa, a short distance from the company’s headquarters in Guthrie Center. In
1988, after being asked by a utility fleet manager, “Can you build me a better outrigger pad?”, company founder Dick
Koberg set out to design and manufacture outrigger pads that were longer lasting than plywood pads and easier to
use.
“Making outrigger pads safer by designing products for strength, durability and ergonomics has been a guiding principle for our company since the beginning,” said Kris Koberg, CEO, and second-generation leader of the company. “Those
values are central to our DNA and although our product line has grown significantly over the past 30 years, those
values continue to guide our product development today”.
The range of equipment that DICA now works with has changed considerably during its tenure. “When we started out,
we were focused on the utility industry and bucket trucks, because that’s where the interest came from, said Dick Koberg. “As operators, fleet managers and safety managers in other industries began to see the benefits of fiberglass and
engineered thermoplastics over wood, the range of equipment and industries that we needed to service grew as well.”
Today, DICA is the only foundational support company that provides engineered solutions for equipment ranging from
RV’s, light duty equipment trailers and aerial equipment, up to 500-ton capacity cranes. “Our RoadWarrior Jack Pad
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line is a guaranteed unbreakable and ergonomic solution
for all types of RV’s. SafetyTech Outrigger Pads and ProStack Cribbing products are designed for equipment up to
100-tons in capacity and provide a significant strength,
durability and ergonomic advantage to users, said Kris
Koberg. From 100 to 500-tons, our FiberMax Crane Pads
allow us to provide a 50- 60% lighter crane pad with more
effective load distribution than either wood, steel plate or
steel crane pads. The weight savings and the maximization of load distribution area in our FiberMax Crane Pads
has been a real game changer for many of our customers”.
“We would not have achieved building a better outrigger
pad if it were not for the trust and support of so many customers, vendors and industry associations, and the hard
work and dedication of our employees,” said Kris Koberg,
“We are very thankful for our history and wanted to take
a moment to celebrate that with our team in June. We’re
tremendously excited and focused on the current and
future needs of equipment users in the many industries
we serve,” he said.
www.dicausa.com •
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John Deere Adds Stump Shredder to Worksite Pro™ Attachments Lineup
John Deere continues to expand its Worksite Pro™ attachments lineup with the addition of the SS30 model
Stump Shredder. Ideal for landscaping and construction job sites, the new shredder removes stumps from 203
mm (8 inches) to 711 mm (28 inches) in one pass. Larger stumps are easily removed with multiple bores. The
stump shredder is optimized for the new mid- and large-frame G-Series skid steers (320G, 324G, 330G and
332G) and mid- and large-frame G-Series compact track loaders (325G, 331G and 333G).
“Our shredder was engineered to be a powerful, indispensable tool for tree stump removal,” said Jessica Hill,
global program manager, attachments. “It’s is a unique offering to the market that was created to keep operators safer and more productive.”
The stump shredder is designed with a low-speed, high-torque auger planetary drive that shreds tree stumps
with reduced incidence of high-speed flying debris when compared to conventional stump grinders. Despite its
slower operating speeds, stump removal is also faster than conventional grinders. Site cleanup is easy thanks
to the small, contained chip pile produced by the attachment.
For superior ease of operation, the shredder’s hardened pilot cone draws the auger into the stump while 19
mm (0.75 inch) thick, AR500 steel blades efficiently cut the stump. With the SS30 model, operators can bore
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up to 508 mm (20 inches) into
the ground to remove stump
feeder roots.
The stump shredder was also
built to provide customers with
cost and time savings. Carbide
tool replacement parts are not
needed for the attachment, and
maintenance is only required every 1,000 stumps, yielding lower
operating costs and maximum
uptime.
The new stump shredder attachment is backed by John Deere
parts, service and warranty coverage. To learn more, visit www.
JohnDeere.com or contact your
local John Deere dealer.
About Deere & Company
Deere & Company is a world leader in providing advanced products and services and is committed to the success of customers
whose work is linked to the land
- those who cultivate, harvest,
transform, enrich and build upon
the land to meet the world’s
dramatically increasing need for
food, fuel, shelter and infrastructure. Since 1837, John Deere has
delivered innovative products
of superior quality built on a
tradition of integrity. For more
information, visit John Deere at
its worldwide website at
www.JohnDeere.com •
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Terex Utilities and
Custom Truck One
Source Team Up to
Support International
Lineman’s Rodeo

Terex Optima TC55 Aerial Devices sponsored by Custom Truck One Source will be used for the Hurtman Rescue Competition
at the 2018 International Lineman’s Rodeo. Optima is the new generation, replacing TC55 models used in last year’s event.

Terex Utilities and Custom Truck One
Source will take an active role in the
International Lineman’s Rodeo, to be
held Oct. 13, 2018 in Bonner Springs,
Kan. The competition attracts the best
lineworkers from around the world to
compete in events based on traditional
tasks and skills. More than 100 utility
companies are expected to be represented by their very best lineworkers.
Terex Utilities will feature a Terex®
Hi-Ranger™ LT40 articulating telescopic aerial device and an Optima TC55
non-overcenter aerial device in Space
#33. The LT40 is equipped with a 40 ft.
boom, delivering 26.6 ft. of side reach.
Its 400 lb. single person bucket includes
tool circuits at the platform and is hydraulically leveled and rotated.
Meanwhile, Custom Truck One Source,
a Terex equipment partner, will furnish
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four additional Optima TC55s for use in
the Hurtman Rescue competition. The
purpose of the Hurtman Rescue is to
demonstrate speed while safely lowering an injured worker (represented by a
mannequin) who is unconscious at the
top of the pole. The Journeyman competition includes two journeymen and one
grounds person, while the Apprentice
competition is a solo event.
The Optima TC55, introduced in 2017,
is a 55-ft non-overcenter aerial with
up to 42.8 ft of side reach. That’s three
feet longer than the legacy model which
helps with truck positioning, an important feature when responding to a rescue
situation. Increased boom speeds,
responsiveness, and the ability to lower
the platform near the ground contribute
to a faster rescue.

“Custom Truck is excited to partner with
Terex to support the Lineman’s Rodeo,”
said Mike Pulos, Utility Equipment Manager for Custom Truck One Source. “This
is our fifth year of participation with the
Lineman’s Rodeo and we are happy to
support and honor the many linemen
who come to this event.”
“Terex has continued to expand its presence at the International Lineman’s Rodeo because this unique industry event
reinforces the importance of training,
and for developing qualified, skilled
workers. The Rodeo provides valuable
interaction with the very people who
use our equipment every day, guiding
the development of future solutions to
meet the needs of lineworkers,” said Ted
Barron, Vertical Market Product Manager, Terex Utilities.

Truckers’ Personal Sacrifices, Hard Work Featured in Latest Mack Trucks RoadLife Episode
Mack Trucks today released the sixth episode of its
RoadLife series, “Long Way From Home,” on roadlife.tv
and Amazon Prime Video. The episode focuses on two
Canadian long-haul truckers as they share the personal
sacrifices they make to ensure goods are delivered on
time.
A transplant from Newfoundland, Bill Flynn has spent the
past 14 years working in Edmonton, Alberta. As a driver
for Edmonton-based bulk transport company FL Carriers,
Flynn hauls raw materials for the concrete industry in a
truck that tips the scales at up to 63,500 kilograms when
fully loaded. He knows what it takes to keep his customers running.
“When you look at a truck driver, it’s a lot of sacrifice.
It’s long hours,” Flynn said. “Your social life is not what a
normal person’s social life is. I don’t think people realize
how much you have to do to make it all work.”
Dwayne Hamann, from Dawson Creek, British Columbia,
is a driver for Peace Country Petroleum, which serves
portions of British Columbia, Alberta and the Yukon. To
deliver critical shipments of diesel and gasoline fuel for
customers, he travels up to 1,000 kilometers per day.
“Everything that comes to your town comes on trucks,”
Hamann said. “Guys are working 24/7 just to make sure
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the shelves are full and your gas tank is full.”
But to keep customers happy, long hours on the road and
significant time away from home are required.
“Not being home, that’s the biggest challenge for me,”
Hamann said. He carries a simple reminder with him
at all times: the names of his daughters tattooed on his
forearms.
“You look at those some days and you remember what
you’re doing it for,” he said.
Flynn embraces the unique experience truck driving provides and said he wouldn’t trade it for anything.
“How many people do you know who have worked a job
all their life, and they get up every morning with a lump
in their stomach because they don’t like their job and
they really don’t want to go to work?” Flynn said. “That’s
stressful. I’ve never felt that way. I never once wished that
I was doing something else.”
“Long Way From Home” is available now on roadlife.tv
and Amazon Prime Video. In addition, viewers can access
RoadLife bonus content on Mack Trucks’ social channels:
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn and YouTube.

TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS
BURNDY® Announces Nest/Indentor Tooling Expansion and Introduces UNISPLICE™ Type YDS-RLNI
BURNDY®, a leading manufacturer and provider of compression connector solutions to the industrial, energy, construction, telecommunications, petrochemical, data center, and transportation industries, is
proud to announce that the Type YDS-RL UNISPLICE single sleeve full
tension splices can now be installed with the reliable 644 Series and
recently introduced PAT444S Series family of nest and indentor tools.
Dies are no longer needed to achieve full tension performance in
overhead utility applications. In addition to the tool expansion, BURNDY is introducing a new line of UNISPLICE connectors, Type YDS-RLNI,
that provide markings and knurls specific to the new tool offering.
Line workers now have the option of installing full tension overhead
splices with their existing tools and die combination or with the
choice of the tried and true 644 Series latch head design or the new
PAT444S Series C-head design. The nest/indentor tools require fewer crimps to install, which reduces installation time and makes
them ideal for storm restoration and every day applications. In addition, the resulting connection still utilizes compression technology, which reduces water ingress that may reduce the life of the connection.
Because the existing UNISPLICE line contains markings designed for dies, we have introduced the YDS-RLNI connector line that is
designed specifically for the 644 and PAT444S tool platforms to facilitate training new users.
The tooling expansion and new connector line now allows line workers to use only one tool with no dies to crimp from #4 ACSR to
556 (18/1) ACSR.
www.BURNDY.com •

Lube-A-Boom® Insulator Answers Utility Market Need For A Safe, Non-Conductive Equipment Lubricant
Safety is the primary concern for users of all lifting and access equipment. This is especially so when
they are working in the vicinity of electrical utilities and other charged properties.
It’s a message LUBE-A-BOOM® heard loud and clear at last October’s International Construction &
Utility Equipment Exposition (ICUEE). “So many private contractors and public agencies in the utility
sector sought us out at the Louisville show,” says Jo Roberts, Product Development Lead with LUBE-ABOOM®, of Indianapolis, IN.
“They already knew LUBE-A-BOOM®, and liked and appreciated our lubricant product line,” says Roberts. “But they wanted to know if we could provide them with a specific non-conductive lubricant for
safe use where and when there is electrical and power exposure.”
Roberts and her product development and research team immediately went to work. They spent a
good part of the next year sourcing, testing, tweaking and, upon extensive field testing, now releasing
the newest member of the LUBE-A-BOOM® product family.
LUBE-A-BOOM® INSULATOR is available immediately in 15 oz. (425 gram) spray cans from authorized
LUBE-A-BOOM® dealers located throughout the United States, Canada and markets around the world.
A low VOC version, mandatory in some jurisdictions, is also available.
Safe for Workers and Machines
The request for and market demand of the newest LUBE-A-BOOM® product is all about worker safety
in potentially dangerous situations.
“For any aerial lifts, cherry pickers or other equipment that moves, slides or lifts and has to be around
power – or have anything to do with electrical applications – this is going to insulate the properties
that are lubed,” explains Roberts. “INSULATOR will prevent these particular workers from being
shocked when applying lubricant to the machines, as they and all equipment users must do.”
As a highly dielectric product, LUBE-A-BOOM® INSULATOR is an ideal friction reducing lubricant for
use around power exposure. It not only insulates and lubricates equipment, but like other members
of the LUBE-A-BOOM® product family, it also protects surfaces against moisture and corrosion.
www.lubeaboom.com •
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TUS AD INDEX
Company

Pg.

Website

Bolle Safety

IBC

www.bollesafety-usa.com

Buccaneer Rope

8

www.bucrope.com

DICA

1

www.dicausa.com

Golight

16

www.golight.com

Greaves

13

www.greaves-usa.com

Herculock

8

www.herculock.com

Hogg & Davis

3

www.hoggdavis.com

Keystone Electronics

11

www.keyelco.com

Krenz Vent

2

www.krenzvent.com

Miller Safety

17

www.electricalsafetysupply.com

Morooka

BC

www.morookacarriers.com

MSA Safety

23

www.msasafety.com

Nesco

IFC

www.nescorentals.com

Platinum Tools

19

www.platinumtools.com

Prinoth

9

www.prinoth.com

Rayco

5

www.raycomfg.com

Ring Power

10

www.ringpower.com

Terex

7

www.terex.com

TSE

21

www.tse-international.com

Yale Cordage

15

www.yalecordage.com
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